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attention in the spot
south side in the house
pretty fucking ..
when i get .. right on the couch
bitches eyes popping
cause i pop unannounced
i am fresh from the .. gonna â€¦
but they love me the time .. me cover the ..
diamond rings and .. crack flow
and i am on that money green i am charlie sheen
winning turn the cip in a ..got me spinning as i wake up
with these women
lingerie .. away make up on this â€¦six rounds ferrari
day .. when i did it
gang spitter my mind .. i take these bitch swimming
fuck a .. and let them let these bitches get him
.. hard living and exotic â€¦start shitting .. my .. start
shipping

chorus
trip on we ain't tripping
so much money we trip in
bitches and bottles popping
boy what you left is forbidden
benjamin is what i am â€¦
back to the future is feeling like the beginning
i am back back to the top
will it drop get it drop
get it .. on that bullshit the block
get it drop
so i guess i owe you one
watch how i get some

..i wonder if i get that feeling
before that numbers call for ..
create a hit we can stick ..
ashes of my favorite wipe .. brotherly on a ..
new year .. like you owe me
we are drinking all night
we fucked on the morning after
.. the more millions and dollar
the more laughter ..
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he got the town popping ..

chorus
trip on we ain't tripping
so much money we trip in
bitches and bottles popping
boy what you left is forbidden
benjamin is what i am â€¦
back to the future is feeling like the beginning
i am back back to the top
will it drop get it drop
get it .. on that bullshit the block
get it drop
so i guess i owe you one
watch how i get some
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